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While 1991 is not a
national election year,
every year, even 1991,
is an election year on
Armstrong's campus.
SGA elections take
place next week, and
here are this year's
candidates - 6 & 7

What happens when
George Bush comes
to Ft. Stewart to
give a speech?
Get a reporter's view
on how the press was
herded around during
the recent visit by the
President — 4 & 5

Don't forget that due to
some stupid reason or
other, ASC students
only get two days off for
Spring Break So, be
sure to return to school,
after a sojourn with
much needed rest, ready
to finish out the year in a
bleary eyed frenzy.

Registration Moves to Fine Arts
by Don Newman
Here at ASC regiments become en
trenchments, while lemmings march in to
the monotonous sea. Right? Well, usually,
but occasionally change blows a refreshing
breeze across our ordinarily complacent
campus.
Last year there was the implementation
of a staggered registration system. The
latest transitional zephyr also brings forth
registration process changes, which are: (1)
choosing alternates for certain courses
during advanced registration, and (2) the
relocation of the main registration day
spectacle.
Beginning this quarter during advanced
registration, students are given the chance
to choose an alternate selection for courses,
which seem to fill up first. These are ENG
101, ENG 102, MAT 101, POS 113, and all
developmental studies courses. Alternates
are chosen simply by picking another sec
tion of the course and using blocks 9, 10,
and 11 on the Op-Scan sheet to enter the
other selection. This advantage will help
insure the students get the courses they
want. With an alternate, they will at least
have a reasonable chance of getting the
second choice if the first is full but not yet
posted. Dr. Anderson, Headof theRegitrar's
office at ASC, indicated that students were
seizing the opportunity during advanced
registration.
Beginning next quarter on March 25,
the regular registration day activities will
be housed in theFine Arts Center, instead of
the cafeteria. A map makes the procedure
fairly clear, but here are some helpful re
minders: students will not be allowed on
the stage or in the band room befo
re thetime
indicated on your Permit-to-Register.
Student's registration times depend on their
status as freshman, sophomore, junior, or
senior, and is the result of the staggered
registration, which was implemented by the
Registrar's office, due partly to student s
suggestions. Still, students can sit in the
auditorium and wait until their time comes.
There will be a highly visible screen dis
playing the filled courses, which will help
students prepare their schedules.
Financial aid students with class print
outs can go directly to the band room for
processing. Everything involved with the
registration process will be the same, but
the Fine Arts Center will provide more

MAP OF REGISTRATION
Developmental Studies students will complete all aspects of registration except for financial aid processing
in the Memorial College Annex located directly behind the Memorial College Center. Printout of classes will
serve as Permit-to-Register when entering the Fine Arts Center for financial aid processing.
Other students will complete all registration steps in the Fine Arts Center except for departmental advise
ment which is done in faculty offices.
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room, more organization, and plenty of
comfort. If you have any questions, ask the
information personnel at thedoor when you
enter the building.
Also, remember the Advisement Cen
ter. It will be temporarily located in FAC
room 132 on March 25. Normally, it is
located in the library on the second floor.
Dr. Megathilin, Dean of Academic and
Enrollment Services, explained that these
and all changes which are implemented at
ASC, are designed for the benefits of the
students. His office, as well as Dr.
Anderson's, are here to serve the students.
The policies are at first experimental, as
was the staggered registration. If f or any
reason students reject the plan, or any part

thereof, then other arrangements will be
made.
Also, Dean Megathilin emphasized that
the alternate section selection is not fail
safe, so if there is a conflict on your print
out afterregistering early, bringit inas soon
as possible to get something worked out.
Much credit along with a huge round of
applause should be given to the Registrar's
Office and the Office of Administrative
Computing forthe planning and work which
has gone into implementing these innova
tions.
P.S. Now if something could be done
about the lines at the bookstore, we would
really be on a roll.
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Editorial
Don't Blink, Or You'll Miss Spring Break

Fellow Armstrong Students,
Picture this if you will—
Abercorn Street,Saturday afternoon, March
16th: Sidewalks lined with spectators,
vendors vending their wares, childrens'
faces all aglow, balloons and cotton candy,
endless politicians in an endless parade of
cars, green everywhere, and Me — step
0 ping out of my apartment onto Abercorn
and Oglethorpe,
"Excuse me, town of Savannah and its
one million party — thirsty visitors, can
you please keep it down so I can study?"
My reason for this letter is not to com

plain about the chosen dates fo r w*
quarter's exams, but to request a changed
the hoursatLane Library. Instead of closine
at the regular hours,it would be wisetokeer
it open 24 hours, and take out all the stud
desks so we have room to spread out or
sleeping bags.
Breakfast should be free, like a reward
to all of those who were tou gh enough to
resist the evils of River Street. I'll see you
all there, that is if my friends don't drag®
off and force me to drink beer.
Laurin Mayday

Have you ever seen the movies

register. Sure, you could come back n F,.
^ StlfVey QlieStlOned
Spring Break, Where the Boys Are, from wherever you go and pay the
*
The approximately600 students enrolled
c ,co
or Shagl If you haven't, here's the late registration fee but why bother 9 Collet™.? Self~Study' A™0"8 St^te <n developmental studiescourses this quaner

Zizr'ct Co"Tladr

at school.
school. College students have forgotten section of ENG 402 (The
. "H* survey asked questions about sessing student sati sfaction. We urge
spring break. College students go to Prose and Poetry of Hannibal facilities, academics, athletics, and other col these students be given an opportunity l
lege matters. The effort deserves applause. share in the process.
the beach, get tans, meet the opposite Lecter).
We must take note with concern, how
sex and drink vast amounts of
The solution is simple. Make
ever, that the developmental studies courses
Sincerely,
alcohol. College students return to your own spring break. We, the meeting at those times were excluded from
Lee Jones
u'^ ^ulvcy- ran or me rationale was tha
sc oo , refreshed and ready to take editorial staff, plan to leave for the
survey. Part of the
was that
Assistant
Professor
of
English
on the challenges of spring quarter. baseball'sSpringTraininginFlorida deveIoPmental studies courses are pre -col
Beth Childress
Now imagine this scenario for a on Monday, returning on the 28th of
Assistant Professor of Reading
movie. ASC students atschool. AS C March Tfnurtpaoh^-o •
u- a
indeed, students do not and should not
Cyndee Geoffroy
March. It our teachers wish to hinder receive academic cr edit for developmental
students have spring break. ASC
Assistant Professor of Matt
our grades because of our plans, studies course s.• All* ••the
"v same,
oul'lv) students'
ulUUvllLo
Margaret Morrison
students blink; spring break is over.
then we wish them will. We hope placement in developmental studies does not
Academic
Administration
Specialist
Although this movie premise is
that they might understand, though. diminish their status as Armstrong State stu
Ed
Richardson
unbelievable, the sad fact is that it is
After all, don't they suffer the same dents, nor does it deny them access to college
Assistant Professor of English
true.
facilities and services.
short break?
The last day of exams is on the
So if you wish to protest this
20th of March. The next day, our abysmal policy of spring breaks that
spring break begins. Should you be last for only 48 hours, create your T° ^torof rolled
in Period 2 and N2 classes had prior
eXpre
1
11
C
r
emsexpressed
ated
th
one of the unlucky ones that fail to own time. In the big scheme of hv^ltw,
bvth^in™^.%^T
^ Ppated,theywouldhaveconstituted25.6%oft
'^ '?^ ^ ° f
. eywouldhaveconstituted25.6%ofthe
get your classes during pre- things, it is ht e least youcando Ind
egistratron you would need toreturn whoknows... you may do something
When the Steering Committee designed the
(Monday) in order t o t o tell y o u r grand children about.
™ye^^^r;hitlriedtoachievetwogoals: askedt hei^^nS^h^d^tic ^
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regrct that we did not communicate our
decisions and our intentions more clearly and
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^he issue that the Developmental Studies facLtter I ws a concern fir
students 38 well as a concern that the self-study
be conducted fairly and comprehensively, and
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nrestudentbody
during winter quarter
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Cafeteria -- Much to Be Desired
by Bonnie Bayne

hungry pig.

The price list is another aspect of the
As a transfer student to ASC, there is a cafeteria that leaves much to be desired.
policy her e that I find more than mildly Are you aware, for example, that a student
disturbing. Are you aware that any student purchasing the special receives a meat, two
living in the dorm MUST purchase the vegetables (UH!), aroll, anda drink,and for
school meal plan? N ot only is this consid this they pay approximately $2.50, tax not
erably more expensive than buying grocer included. This would seem like a verygood
ies at Kroger or Food L ion, it is unfair to deal, and at an establishment that s erved
students wh o have even marginally good edible food, it would be. The aspect that I
eating habits. One example is the fact that find incredible is thatif you instead purchase
the cafeteria only supplies whole milk. No a meat and only one vegetable it would cost
low-fat o r skim milk here. The cooked you more. I don't know about you, but that
vegetables are swimming in butter and other makes no sense to me. Are you also aware
substances rich in animal fats (the high that acup of hot chocolate costs 50 cents? It
cholesterol level s can lead to clogged ar is obvious that they aremaking more than a
teries, hig h blood pressure, and heart at little profit because you can purchase a box
tacks).
of 12 envelopes of hot chocolate mix at
In an attempt (that has failed miserably) Kroger's for around $3.00. maybe less.
to provide a better selection of nutrition, a
In short, the food is less than palatable
salad bar is provided. Ho wever, if you ever and more than a little expensive. I feel it is
takeaclose look at the substances provided, unfair torequire dormresidents to purchase
you will find the ingredients less than fresh, the plan. Then again, if it wasn't required,
they are set out even before most students the cafeteria would go out of business and
roll out of bed, and appealing only to a very we couldn't have that, now could we?

Protecting Your Car Made Simple
by Leonardo
"Out of sight, out of mind." That is
usually tr ue when it c omes to protecting
things in your vehicle. Automobile breakins are quite common in many cities, and
especially common in major colleges and
universities. There are a few good reasons
for veh icles on college campuses to be
prime targets for break-ins:
1. Ab out 80% of a vehicle's passenger
compartment is made of glass.
2. It is usually safe to assume that vehicles
parked in student or faculty parking spaces
at a college will be parked there a while.

your seat.
2. If you have expensive car stereo gear,
see about getting a quick-release plate for
it, so you can take it out and place it in your
trunk.
3. If you have a hatchback, orother vehicle
that doesn't have a solid trunk, then try to
place the items that you leave in your car
under your seat or in some manner that
would make those items be completely out

of view.
4. Tinted windows have become a fash
ionable idea of the late 80's, and they do
offer
more than just looks. Tinted win
A It is usually safe to assume that some
dows
can also help in making it more
body who has parked in the parking lot has
left something of value in his/her vehicle. difficult to see inside your vehicles. Be
When I worked for a major university fore tinting yourwindows,however, check
as a campus police officer, I hadto write up your local laws on window tinting. Don't
a number of "Entering an Auto" reports. feel that tinted windows will prevent
Most of the break-ins could have been someone from seeing inside your vehicle,
prevented. The usual bounty of the thieves though.
were wallets, cash, checkbook, purses, and 5. A good suggestion is to leave your

amount of time it takes a good thief to
break a car window and steal an in-dash
stereo is less than 2 minutes.
It is pretty ea sy to drastically reduce
your chances of being a victim of an auto
motive break-in . Here are some simple

rr

Baghdad First Annual
Air Show
Free Admission
Bomb Shelters Available
Free Parking

Great View

Bring the Family

January 16, 1991 - ??
Aircraft on Display:
F-15, F-117, F-16, F-4, B-52, A-10, F-18, F-14,
A-6, EA-6, AH-64, H-l, AV-8B and more!

Daily Events
Bombing Demonstrations
Chimney Bomb Drops
Fly By's
Ground Troop Manuevers
Invasion Tactics

Tank Manuevers
Runway Demolition
Antenna Topping
Straffing Runs
And More!!!

Due to the use of live rounds, life insurance is
cancelled during this event
Brought to you by Desert Storm Multi-National Force Productions

guidelines that will help:
1. Never leave your wallet or purse in your
vehicle. If you have a bulky pocketbook
and don't feel like lugging it around, then
put it in your trunk, or well-hidden under

3. A person can w alk through a parking
lot, glancing into vehicles, without attract
ing much attention.

stereo and other au tomotive electronics.
The ge neral meth od of break-in was by
breaking one of the side windows. The

3
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valuables at home, unless you are going to
have those valuable items with you when
you get out of your vehicle.
By following some common sense

practices and becoming more aware of
your surroundings and crime, you can
greatly reduce your risks of becoming a
victim of crime. ^
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SAVANNAH MALL
1/ 2 PRICE SALE
ON
ALL FALL AND WINTER
MERCHANDISE
SALE BEGINS TODAY!
(DON'T BE LATE, YOU
CAN'T AFFORD TO WAIT!)
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A Reporter's Tale: How I Survived a President George
by Russell Jones
It's 1:30 on Friday afternoon, and Duane
and 1 are ripping down 1-95 like bats out of
hell. The car's speedometer indicates 85
miles per hour, but the reliability of that
reading is diminished when you realize that
the speedometer only goes up to 85. None
the less, we decided that such a minor
infraction of the law would surely be ex
cused, should we be pulled over, by simply
flashingour awe-inspiring press-passes. We
are, after all, on our way to cover the
president's visit to Fort Stewart. And we
were running a little late!
2:00 pm, and we finally arrive at the
Public Affairs Office of Fort Stewart,
skidding the car to a stop next to the Chan
nel 11 van. Quickly, Duane grabs all his
camera equipment, and we run inside. The
secretary pointed us back outside where the
press briefing, it's apparent we haven't
missed much, as all that is being explained
is the President's itinerary, which hasalready
been made available to the public. Five
minutes later, the briefing is over and a bus
is supposedly on its way to shuttle us to the
press box. Just as Duane and I are sure
everything is finally under control, we re
alize I are sure everything is finally under
control, we realize I forgot my note-pad (a

sure sign of a crack reporter). Having been
assured by Sgt. Miller that the bus could be
here any second, and having been sternly
warned by Specialist Hughes that missing
the bus meant missing the story, Duane and
I put together brilliant plan of action. Duane
will run back to the car, open my bag, grab
the note-pad and return; while I will recheck with Sgt. Miller that our names are on
the press list, ask him where the bathroom is
located, and just generally stall him until
Duane gets back, throwing my body in front
of the bus if the situation becomes desper
ate. Well, ten minutes later Duane was back
with the note-pad, I knew where the bath
room was located, and I was assured by an
annoyed Specialist Hughes that our names
were still on the press list. Ten more min
utes go by . Duane is talking shop with
some otherphotographers as Istand counting
the shoelace holes in my tennis shoes. The
government is obviously in charge here.
Finally, the bus arrives. We quickly
climb aboard, seeking the comfort that will
accompany finally being able to sit down. It
wasn 't all we ha
d hoped for, however, when
it becomes obvious this bus was meant for
people toddler age and under, as sitting
down in a seat forc
ed us to sit rigidly straight
with our knees tightly wedged between our
chest and the seat directly in front of us and
9\

Shampoo and Style
10
Men's Haircuts
10
Women's Haircuts
15
Color Touch-up
18
Frosts and Hilites
40
With Cut
50
Partial Perms...
including Haircut & Style...42
Perms...
including Haircut & Style...52

photo by Duane Georges

The Press Hounds -- having finally been herded to the right place - wait
our arms sticking out as if we were imitating
the robot from "Lost in Space" shouting
"Danger, Will Robinson, Danger!"
Unfortunate as conditions were, I did
manage to catch on to an interesting conver
sation between the bus driver and a er porter
sitting directly behind him. It seemed the
driver, a young serviceman named Thomas
Schindler, felt left out, if not betrayed, by
being lett behind while his comrades left to
fight the war in the Gulf.
"I don't want to go over there and die or
anything," he said, "I just want to do my
part."
The conversation was cut short by the
order to depart just as he was voicing
grievances about 30-45 year old paper
pushers in some reserve unit being sent to
Saudi Arabia while he was stuck here driving
a bus full of reporters.
More delays await us as we arrive at the
presidential address location. Every re
porter, all 200 plus of us, must get in line,
empty our pockets and go through a metal'
detector flanked by two secret servicemen

who appear to have the power of st riking
you dead just by looking at you the wrong
way through their dark, foreboding sun
glasses. Duane isn' t let through until hesets
all his camera equipment on the ground,
backs up fifteen feet and lets a dog t hat
looks like a cross between a rabid pitbull
and Satan sniff through the equipment.
Upon making it through the checkpoint
we are escorted about ten steps forward
until arriving at another army guard whose
only job seems to be telling us to "just wait
here." A couple of minutes later, another
army guard arrives , telling us to fo llow
him. Having now been successfully lulled
into a cow herd mentality, we dutifully
follow the soldier through the wooden
railings leading to the press staging area as
easily as cows headed for slaughter.
Yet the staging area's activity more re
sembles a heavily overcrowded monkey
exhibit than the relative morbid serenity of
a cattle slaughterhouse. The multi-tiered

Continued on page 5

125 Burbank Road
Savannah, Ga. 31419
Angela - 925-5015
Shop - 925-5964
By Appointment
Rangers from Hunter Army Airfield we,® some of Ihe^^soWierTf*®
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Bush

Speech

camera platform overhead is already papked,
and m ore ca meramen and equipment are
headed up the ladder with every intentionof
gettinga better spot than anyone else. Duane
was working his way up the ladder when I
lost him, only to see him emerge some 25
minutes later on the second highest level of
the pl atform, tightly wedged between a
huge ca mera and the platform's flimsy
railing. It was obvious by his smile that he
definitely ha d a better spot than any one
else.
The reporters stay at ground level, pro
tected by a wooden railing from the mass of
13,000 people tightly crammed o n either
side of us and slightly in front of us. Right
in the middle of this press area is a long table
bordered b y comfortab le looking chairs,
and a phone placed on the table at about
every third chair.
"Well now, this is nice!" I thought as I
started t o sit down. About that time I
noticed a place card very po litely stating
that I had better not sit down, or even think
about using the phone, unless I was with the
White House Press Corps.
Keeping pace with the rest of the day, the
President will not arrive right away. This
delay allows for plenty of socializing. Be
cause of where I am, most of thissocializing
consists of talking with wive s whose hus
bands were serving in the Persian Gulf, and
how we all hope they will beback soon. It's
all very touching, even sad when talking to
a worried wife holding on to her children as
she explains her situation and concern. Yet,
the situation also seems overwhelmingly
hopeless. Wh at could I, or anyone do, that
would really matter? E veryone knows that
we want our troops home, but that decision
lies in the hands of the man we all came to
see. Another testimonial in the paper
seems so insignificant Yet the emotion felt
when talking to these wives cannot be ig
nored. They desperately want their husbands
home i n on e piece, and they want them
homesoon. Bu t they are also quick topoint
out their support for the President and the
Persian G ulf policies. They have strict
allegiances to bo th v iews, yet the parties
seem headed in opposite directions. It stirs
you emotionally w hen you are drawn in to
their shoes by the stories they tell.
Casual conv ersation also happens me
into meeting Pete Akermann, a Vietnam
War Navy Veteran. He is brought to this
occasion not by concern for a loved one, but
by concern for all servicemen fighting in
the Gulf. A twent y minute co nversation
with him reveals a deep care and concern he
harbors a bout pres ent U .S. policies. He
seems pleased with U.S. action so far, but
voices concern about an uncertain future.
His obvious position of popular patriotism
's represented by his appearance here a t a
rally for the President, but underneath lies
deep concern about the future of the war.
What will happen if Israel retaliates? H ow
will Israel retaliate? Will the coalition hold

pERSPECTIVE

together? Is Iran truly
neutral? What position
will the U.S. find itself
in if the coalition fails?
Pete also expresses
concern about Con
gress, hoping it will
continue to letthe mili
tary m ake the tactical
decisions. He seems
convinced Congress
helped lose the Viet
nam War by always
sticking its nose into
military decisions.
When askedaboutU.S.
expenditures in the
war. he replies,
"People have to re
member... this is the
land of abundance. We
don't count the mis
photo by Duane Georges
siles we send overthere, we send them over From left, Zell Miller, Sen . Wyche Fowler, Sen. Sam Nunn, and (far right)
there because we're the ones who have Rep. Lindsey Thomas look on as Georgians applaud Bush, who gives a
them, and we believe in the cause they're thumbs up to the New World Order that has recently arisen
being used for."
Finally, around 3:55 P.M., President
Bush arrives, giving hisnow familiar thumbs
up sign accompanied with a smile. He is
flanked oneither side bygovernment repre
sentatives, including Governor Zell Miller,
Senator Wyche Fowler (D. GA), Chairman
of the Armed Services Committee Senator
Sam Nunn (D. GA), and Representative
Lindsey Thomas (D. GA). The President
proceeds to talk of victory and courage,
stamina and control, persistence andconfi
dence. He says he has"come down here on
behalf of a grateful nation" for allowing
U.S. Forces to bring to an end a ruthless
dictator's "endless appetite for evil."
It's interesting that the President calls
for the next Sundayto be a National Prayer
Day. In his speech he says: " In times of
trial, we fall back on faith," just as the
chaplain that spoke before himprayed, ask
ing God to protect each loved one, and
"keep thy hand upon him, and continue to
guide him." This would seem to indicate
that these men, asmost military men before
them, sincerely believe that God plays a
role in their war. Is it truly the hand of God
that shelters one soldier and endsthe life of
another?
All too quickly, the President starts
wrapping up his speech by speaking to the
children in the crowd. He expresses his
gratitude, and the gratitude of thenation, for
their moms and dads who are doing the
hard work of freedom.
With a thank you to the crowd, the speech
is over As he exits to the left, he stops to
give his thumbs up sign. That image sticks
inmymindaslreflecton whatwas said,and
what wasn't said, by this smilmg man that
led us to war. <=*

PICK-UP CHICK-FIL-A
ON YOUR WAY HOME.
W<

Pick-up these savings, too.

CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICH
FOR ONLY $1.09!

GET A CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICH FOR ONLY 1.09 WITH THIS
COUPON. Coupon not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.
Expires. 3.23-91
Qosed Sundays
Savannah Mall
Oglethorpe Mall

FREECHICK-FIL-ASANDWICH!
PURCHASE ONE CHICK-FIL-A VALUE MEAL™
AND A 20-OZ. DRINK AND GET A FREE
CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICH WITH THIS COUPON.
Value Meal™ includes I or 2 Ch ick-fil-A Sandwiches or
8 or 12-pack Chick-fil-A Nuggets™, Waffle Potato
Fries™ and coleslaw. Coupon not good with any other
offer. One coupon per person per visit.

Expires 3-23-91—

Qosed Sundays
Savannah Mall
Oglethorpe Mall
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Michelle
Martinez
Junior
Computer
Science
Vicki
Kaplan
Junior
Poli. Sci.
Tobias
Brasier
Senior
English
Mimi

Junior
Poli. Sci.
June
Viruet
Soph.
Nursing,AD

Qualifications

Purpose
Throughout my
academic career I
have held positions
of authority and
responsibility. I
believe that my
leadership experience
can provide
Armstrong with
positive direction.

The main goal I
would like to see
accomplished is
better
communication (of
events & issues) to
the student body
resulting with
increased student
involvement and
participation.

I have presided over
several groups and
societies and have
developed leadership
skills such as the
ability to accept
responsibility, the art
of communication,
and the capability to
delegate authority.

My special interest
on campus is the
waste of materials
and money on
unnecessary
expenditures.
Another issue that
needs addressing are
recycling.

I am running for
office because I am
proud of Armstrong
State College and the
ASC student, and I
am willing to go that
extra step to provide
good representation
for both the school
and the students.

To leave behind in
other SGA leaders
the conviction and
the will to keep
moving forward and
for the ASC student,
pride in who they
are.

- 1 1 / 2 years as
Sophomore Senator.

I feel strongest about
issues involving
services to students
and increasing the
availability of the
student government
to the student body.
My special interest is
the student ~ this is
not a job for anyone
^vhc^annoua^ha^

The SGA needs to
interact much closer
with the
Administration as
well as become more
visible to the students.
My experience,
maturity, and
imagination will only
benifit the SGA in
attaining these goals.

Registration needs
changing.
Registration at ASC
is an atrocity no matter
which building houses
it.

Acting
SGA
Treasurer, fall 1990.
- Chairman, Open
Door Committee,
CUB
- Chaos Leader, 1990

I believe in student
participation and not
passiveness and
apathy. I am running
to get more fellow
students to get
involved and
improve school
spirit.

I want to understand
the SGA and help
everyone else get
involved in SGA,
and help keep the
student body
informed on what is
going on in SGA.

I want to be able to
help other .students
become more
involved and better
informed of
upcoming events and
activities at
Armstrong State
College.

I want to get new
students involved in
programs on campus in
their first year instead
of their last. I want to
get ALL students more
enthusiastic about our
college! We have a
great college, and we
need to show how
proud we are of it.

I possess strong
communication,
organizational, and
leadership skills.
I developed and used
the skills in my jobs in
the Writing Center,
Lane Library, and
while I was in the
Army. Each of these is
necessary in a good
secretary.
My years and
experiences at ASC.
My friends and
fellow students in
SGA whom I have
good relationships
with, and my aquired
friends at ASC.

I have been working
in Student Activities
for about a year. I
have gained
experience in
working on
computers. l a m a
hard worker and
willing to learn.

I have no special
interests: all things on
the ASC campus
interest me.
I would like to establish
a day care center on the
ASC campus. I am
affliated with no group
on campus, but choose
to remain with the ASC
populus-at-large.
More students should
be active at ASC, ASC
should be more
involved in the
community, and the
community should be
more involved in the
school. We need to
rebuild the spirit that
was here 20 years ago.
The smoking in the
cafeteria should be
divided into two
seperate sections:
smoking and non
smoking. The lighting
on campus should be
enhanced and names
of the buildings should
have signs at the side
entrances.

Senate Elections

Running Unopposed

Sophomore Senator

President

(2 Seats open)
Scotty R. Bentley
Stephen Braddy
Tonja Moore
Marva-Ann Phillips

Joseph Babula
Treasurer

Steve Nevarez
Freshman Senator

Arts, Science, & Education

v

(8 Seats open)
Robert Daly
Christopher Foster
Charles Ham
Jennifer Hourning
Traci Love
Astra McDowell
Lorenzo Mungin
Susan Rundbaken
Joey Sikes

f

Health Professions & P.E.

(6 Seats open)
Valencia Blandingburg
Anthony Bryant
Karla Hamilton
Shannon Mikell
Roger Reddick
Kathleen Warbington
Sheron Woods

Sharon Flannery
Ami West

)

Referendum
Article III - section 3, items C and D of the SGA
Constitution which read as follows:
C. Senate vacancies occuring simultaneously, not
exceeding two (2) shall befilled by appointment.
The president of the Student Government
Association shall make the appointment and a
2/3 vote of the entire student senate is required for
confirmation.
D. In the event that more than three (3) senate
seats become vacant simultaneously a special
election is required for confirmation.

will be deleted and replaced by item C below:

^

Any senate seat(s) that become vacant will be
filled sfirst by runner-ups from the appropriate
classification ordivision. If no runner-up are available
to fill the seat successors will be appointed by the
SGA president and confirmed by 2/3 of the
remaining senators.

^

VOTE

March 4 & 5
in the MCC Lobby
Upstairs from the Cafeteria

I

J
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February Frenzy Begins in Intramurals
by Ouis Foster
The crowds seem to be gelling bigger, and
louder. So what does this mean? Is the men's
basketball team playing? Is it nude aerobics?
Nope, it's just intramural basketball.
Eleven teams started the seas on in midJanuary, and immediately two teams stood out
from the rest The Hulla-Hoops, with a couple
of ex- high school players from Calvary (in an
unconfirmed rumor, two are said to be former
All-State players), dominated the early season,
regularly beati ng teams by 20, 30, even 50
points (sonry B-Team). They like to run the ball
and most of them can hit the three pointer. The
Hoops only loss was at the hands of the P.O.
Squadron, although the Hoo ps only had four
players.
ROTC also had a strong start, defeating
teamswithastrongall-courtgame. Thebestlast
second shot of the season so far came at theend
of the Skin s-ROTC game when Joe took the
inbounds with one second left and hit a turn
around three pointer to win the game.
After every team had played one another, the
teams were split into two divisions, the Maroon
and the Gold The Gold division consists of
Businessmen, Hulla-Hoops, P.O. Squadron,
ROTC, and the Skins. The Maroon div ision
consists of the B-Team, Kabukkis, New Breed,
Sweet Daddys, and the Water Boys. Each team
will play every one twice for seeding in the
respective division's tournament.
The early favorite in the Gold division is the
Businessmen. In their first three games they
ACROSS
1 Engineer's
compartment
4 Monster
8 Ship's
complement
12 Anglo-Saxon
money
13 Act
14 Kind of bean
15 Lamprey
16 Delightful
18 Small valleys
20 Newspaper
paragraph
21 Either
22 Affirmative
23 Sums up
27 Small rug
29 Evil
30 Accumulate
31 Negative prefix
32 Obstruct

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

33 Fixed charge
34 Amidst
35 Ran easily
37 Impediment
38 Choose
39 Jump
40 Mournful
41 Italy: abbr.
42 Consumes
44 Stumbles
47 Triangular sail
51 Lubricate
52 Care for
53 City in Nevada
54 Ocean
55 Asian oxen
56 Walk
57 Superlative
ending

DOWN
1 Female student
2 Region
3 Vote

defeaiedROTC, Skins, and the Hulla-Hoops. If
they can maintai n their intensity, they could
possibly win the whole thing. The Hoops are
somewhat a mystery. In the game against the
Businessmen, they seemed to be too relaxed In
the opinion of many, they are still the team to
beat. ROTC will need to regain their early
season intensity if they are to be a factor in the
tournament P.O. Squadron and the Skins are
capable of beating any team in the Gold divi
sion, but only time will tell if they can prove this.
In the Maro on division, the competitio n
appears to be a little more evenly matched The
eady favorites would have to be the Kabukkis.
They play a strong al l-court game with good
perimeter shooting. The New Breed also hasa
good team, but they are very dependent on Brad
Nelsonhavingagoodgame. TheSweet Daddys
and the Water Boys also play with a stylesimilar
to the Kabukkis, and the B-Team seems to
throw other teams out of synch with their ag
gressive play in the paint.
This year's officiating has been excellent.
Billy McGrath has done an excellent job as
Head Referee, and Ron, Katy, Joey, and Jackie
have also done an outstanding job (although
Jackie has been accused of zoning out during
games and calling 3-seconds on the defensive
team). However, some fans feel that the refs
called too many "piddly, stupid fouls" that
caused the games to drag on, though lately the
games have been fast-paced and reasonably
exciting.
So, if you find yourself with a little free time,
stop by the gym and experience the rush of
intramural basketball.

The
Weekly
CrDsswdrd
Puzzle
4 Advantage
5 Command to
horse
6 Depended on
7 Redacts

8 Atmospheric
conditions
9 Spanish for
"river"
10 Large bird
11 Existed
17 Symbol for
cerium
19 Teutonic deity
22 Sweet potato
24 Fulfill
25 Fall in drops
26 Dispatched
27 Small factory
28 Century plant
29 Evil
30 Weight of India
32 Relies on
33 Novelty
36 Ma's partner
37 Container
38 Indolent
40 Heavenly bodies
41 Negative prefix
43 Article
44 Torrid: abbr.
45 Baker's
products
46 Narrow, flat
board
47 Pigpen
48 Edible seed
49 Writing fluid
50 Compass point
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ASC Baseball Schedule
Date
Feb 27
Mar 2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
25
27
29
30
Apr 1

ODoonent
Bridgewater
Missouri-St. Louis
Missouri-St. Loius
St. Augustines
St. Augustines
vs New York Tech
vs New York Tech
Norfolk State
Sacred Heart
SE Missouri State
Norfolk State
SE Missouri State
Sacred Heart
Adelphi
Springfield
Howard
Springfield
Sou. Illinois
Sou. Illinois
Adelphi
Ashland
Edinboro
Concordia (NY)
Concordia (NY)
Ga. Southern

Plgce
ASC
ASC
Grayson
ASC
ASC
Statesboro
Statesboro
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
Grayson
ASC
ASC
Grayson

Time
2:00
12:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
7:00
7:00
12:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
7:00
2:00
2:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
12:00
7:00
7:00
2:00
2:00
7:00

ASC Baseball In Full Swing
by Christopher Whitfield
The Armstrong State College Pirates base
ball team looks to be a team on a mission.
After losing twice to division I opponents,
21st ranked North Carolina State and SEC
power Kentucky, the Pirates rebounded to
defeat Howard State in an 18-2 rout.
The Pirates started the season winning
two out of three games against Division I
opponents during a weekend set to open the
Great Savannah Shootout.
With the win over Howard, ASC improves
to 6-2 on the season. Howard drops to 0-5,
with all losses coming at the Shootout.
Because of some nasty weather, the Pi
rates were behind in pre-season condition
ing, but they showed no signs of fatigue, as
they came away as 9-4 winners over South
Carolina State in the inaugural game of the
season.
The Pirates managed 11 hits and rode the
pitching of Daryll Boyd, who gained the
win with 4 1/3 innings of relief work.
Pre-season standout Jeff Hanna demon
strated some early power, by taking the
SCS pitcher deep to pace the third ranked
Pirates. Terry Hipp also homered for the
Bucs.
Against the Wolfpack of NC State, ASC
saw a 4-3 lead in the bottom of the eighth
slip from their fingers as NC State rallied
for two runs in the top of the ninth to escape
from Grayson Stadium with a 5-4 win
For the Pirates, the loss ended a 10 game

winning streak in the Shootout. Tim
Reynolds had three hits, and Derek Parker
and Pete Richter added two hits in a losing
cause.
The next day of action looked to b e no
easier for the Pirates, as they faced 1990
College World Series participant The Cita
del.
The Pirates struggled with the Bulldogs,
but were able to come away with th e 3-2
victory to finish the weekend at 2-1.
ASC scored runs in the first, third, and
fifth innings against Citadel ace Kevin Britt,
who led the Bulldogs to the CWSlast year.
Roman Miestowski had two hits and two
RBI's for the Pirates.
After a four day layoff, the Pirates were in
top form against the Bison's of Howard.
ASC poured it on, using five different
pitchers to baffle Howard hitters all after
noon.
In all, Pirates pitchers struck out 13 bat
ters and allowed only four hits.
Starter Brett Donovan went three innings
for the victory and improves hisrecord to an
even 1-1.
nd blaster
The Pirates sticks heated up, and
the Bison pitching for 18 runs on121
_ hits
Howard pitching also gave 10 bas es ^
balls. Paul Madinger, Tim Reynolds an
Walt Neveker combined for ten hits, an
scored five times.
Hanna also went 2-for-3 with fourRBI'!
Bruce Fussell's bases loaded double in th
fourth accounted three RBI's.0®
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Freak? Was he or was he not? This play written by Granville Wyche
Burgess focuses on Edgar Cayce, world-renowned psychic whose abilities
conflicted with his strong religious beliefs, and his inner conflict to deal with
his "gift" to foretell the future and cure
the sick.
N.Y. Times has called THE FREAK
"an engrossing new play." The Masquers
production, which was designed and
directed by John Suchower, Professor at
ASC, promises to certainly provide an
engrossing evening!
Edgar Cayce is played by J.D. Powell.
Cayce's wife Gertrude is played byYvette
Ray. The other characters are Dr. Wesley
Ketchum played by Ray Thorton, Charlie Dietrich played by Russell Cowart,
Sguire Cayce played by Cedric Stratton, Dr. Joe Quigley played by Mark
Powell, Dr. Phillip Barber played by
Alan Wilson, and Dr. Furman Shepard
played by Bill Easterling.
mm
TIME:

8:00 P.M. nightly

DATE:

February 28, March 1-2 & 7-9

PLACE: The Playhouse
Jenkin's Hall
Armstrong State College

General admission is $5.00. There is no
charge for ASC faculty, staff, or students
(students will receive two complimentary
tickets). Students... don't forget your
validated I.D.'s).
For more information and reservations,
call 927-5354.

photosBYBETHCOHEN,SPS
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With the Mercury Springitis Will Begin To Spread
by Aurelia Roth
It was the wrong day to think about spring.
As I was looking out the window of the
Writing Center, snowflakes were wildly
dancing through the air, driven by gusts up
to25 miles an hour. It wasn't to the music of
Boccherini's Minuet the snowflakes were
descending; they were dancing the
Lambada.
"Write something about spring," my editor
had informed me just before nature's out
burst, and as always when I didn't know
where to begin, I was going to ask other
people what they were thinking.
"What spring?" Linda McWhorter, the
eminent graduate student asks, eyebrows
raised ladylike, and the only one on campus
who proudly possesses and displays bunnyfurry earmuffs. "Savannah doesn't have a
spring anyway," she then thinks on, "you
can't call it spring, that short time span that
oozes eventually into unbearable heat."
Bad start!
It's ten minutes before the hour; class
rooms open, and as students tumble through
the exit doors their minds are clearly not on
spring. Pleasantly surprised, they want to
grab that little illusion of winter. I see
Domingo Camacho, English Major, stick
out his tongue to catch some snow. But as
suddenly as the wild chase began it is over

again.The snow is gone; the students are
back in their classrooms; the fountain lies
desertedShe hurriedly approaches the fountain.
She notices the sunlight break up the cas
cades of the shooting water into trillions of
glittering, sparkling gems. Her cheeks red
den with excitement and expectation; where
is he? Where is her hero, the man who fills
her heart with thoughts of warmth and
spring? They fall into each others's arms
and drown in a passionate kiss...
Is that what Dr Nordquist meant when I
asked for his thoughts on spring?
"Look at that fountain," he said, tilting
back his chair and looking animatedly
through his window, sweeping the section
of the campus in front of him. "It's an ideal
meeting place for lovers. Can't you just see
it? Spring is the time for love."
Good Dr Nordquist! Has this frantically
busy man, perpetually in the throngs of
educational thought and given to sleepless
nights over his dedication to higher learn
ing, finally seen the light? Has he, upon
whom the crown of his professional life, the
PhD,was rightfully bestowed last month, at
last discovered that there is a lighter side to
life? Ah, what thoughts of spring can do!
On wings, I hurry home to tell my husband.
"Spring cleaning," he says gravely and
looks around the house, much like Jack

Help Wanted
Clerical
Associated Properties general office work - 3529338
Bell Equipment temporary (3-5wks) data
entry - 966-2615
Savannah Eye Associates
Clerical- 351-3000

clerk - 352-7100
Savannah Medical Clinic LPN - send resume
Beauticontrol-Premier
Image, Inc. - image
consultant - 1-756-3057
South College - test proctor
- 651-8100
Brennan-Harris- Rominger
Law Firm - runner - 2333399

Miscellaneous
C-Cams - janitorial
services - 728-3304
McCorkle-Pedigo-Johnsonrunner - 232-6000
Automated Business
Resources - telemarketing
354-0296
College Credit Card Corp. marketing - 800-592-2121
Holiday Inn - front desk

Best Fundraiser On-Campus!
Looking for a fraternity, sorority
or student organization that
would like toearn $500-$1,000
for a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking.
Call Lisa G. at (800) 592-2121.

Benny did when he turned his head ever so
slowly and stared. Shucks.
Back to the campus!
"Cutting classes, going to the beach,"
Scott Brown, Criminal Justice Senior, says.
"Bikinis," his friend, Alex Roth, Psychol
ogy Junior, adds. "Love fever!" he then
expands and spreads his arms theatrically.
So we are back to square one: Love it has
to be! That's what people apparently think
of at the mentioning of spring.
Ah, fantasies! Of making love on the
Leaning Tower of Pisa, despite the danger
of being catapulted over the edge of the
open gallery in a storm of passion, and
having to pay a fine for damaging the wellmanicured lawn underneath! Of gliding and
swaying in a gondola on Venice's Canale
Grande, in a velvety night, lulled by the
lyrical cantatas of an asthmatic gondolier.
Of languishing in the plush boudoir of a
French courtesan, the smell of powder and
perfume hanging over the unmade bed, to
the crushing sounds of opera music. Of a
lone couple dancing barefoot in a tight
embrace to the wailing sounds of a saxo
phone, in a makeshift night club of a Yu
goslavian fishing villageEnough of that! I need only one more
confirmation for my "love thesis."
"Flowers," says Laura Ward, a Junior in
the Nursing Baccalaureate Program. Getting
close! "...and spring break, and looking
forward to summer..."
"What about love?"
She smiles shyly: "You are asking the
wrong person. I am just in the middle of a
divorce."
Oops! There goes my theory! I won't give
up, though; not yet. She mentioned flowers.
Why not pursue the flowers? And that
translates in my head to "Flora et Fauna."
I 11 bet, if I seek out Dr Noble, he'11 give me
some stunning Latin poetry (did Virgil, his
favorite, write about love in the spring?) or
even recite some original Friedrich

Hoelderlin for me ("Fruehling laesst sen
blaues Band wieder flattern durch d ie
Luefte...")
"What do you think about spring D r
Noble?"
"I'm in favor of it."
That's it? Is the world that prosaic?
Maybe I need to get more serious; like
asking Mr Clancy about Irish springritesor
such. But he isoutrunning. Winter orspring,
he is running; it makes no difference to him,
Yes, I have to pursue the serio us. The
world is serious. So, upstairs to the Historv
Department!
"Ah," Dr Gross says after listening atten
tively to my story of discrepancies, "...the
hypothetical world as opposed to ht e literal
world, if you will..."
I am in the right place.
"We History professors have our feet on
the ground," he continues, restinghis on the
desk. He then talks beautifully about nature
and rebirth. Whoever said, history profes
sors were dull?
Inspired, I walk away. I can nowbegin my
article.
The sun has come out; I can feelit getting
wanner as I head for the parking lot. A
couple is walking in front of me,slowlyand
seemingly contented, arms around e ach
other's waists. Hey, let's not blow my ar
ticle now!
I notice another twosome sitting on the
steps of the library, holding hands a nd
glancing at one another lovingly. As I hold
my step, unsure now, and look around the
campus, a young man approaches eagerlya
young woman waiting on the lawn; and at
the fountain in the back, that perfect Ren
dezvous place, there is another boy - gW
tete-a-tete gracing the scenery.
Allright already; I'll have a new title!
How does this sound:
"Spring has come to Armstrong Loveland."

Phi Mu Sorority
Phi Mu Sorority would like to announce
an open bid party on March 5,1991, at
8 P.M. For more information, contact
912-352-1322 and leave your name and
number. Any girls interested please
meet in the MCC lobby fifteen minutes
prior to the party.
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'The Shifting Sands of the Middle East' Defined by Precht
by Beverly English
The Savannah Counsel of World Af
fairs sponsored the February 5 lecture by
Henry Precht entitled "The Shifting Sands
of the Middle East".
Precht, the former U.S. ambassador to
Iran during the 1980 ho stage crisis in Te
heran and a 1951 gra duate of Armstrong
State Junior College, spoke to a standingroom-only crowd in the Harbor View room
of the Desoto Hilton.
Precht began th e lecture by sighting
three premises and five periods involving
the situation in the Persian Gulf.
The firstof Precht's premises is that the
common wisdom about Saddam Hussein is
on target. Precht feels that Saddam is not a
madman, but he is ruthless, shrewd,
untrustworthy and basically "bad news".
The second premise is that Precht does
not agree wit h Senator Sam Nunn about
sanctions,"not with a guy like Hussein who
will hunker down and outlast us."
'The third premise sounds contradic
tory to the second", states Precht. "War
with Iraq is a mistake.We had other options
then and now."
Precht feels that the sanctions were not
complete in that they allowed Hussein to
remain in world view rather than isolate
him from media contact with other Arab
states and the rest of the world, much like
the concept of putting misbehaving chil
dren in "time out" until they are willing to
listen to reason and play by the rules of the
founded authority.
According to Precht, the first period
leading to the menace of Hussein in the
Middle East is the Iraqi invasion of Iran
from September 1980 to August 1990 dur
ing wh ich the United States government
remained "me llow" and let Hussein get
away with attacking another nation because
we disliked Iran more than we disliked Iraq.
"TheU.S. treated Husseinkindlythen,"
says Precht.
"Henry Kissinger believed then that
we should remain neutral and let the two
sides knock each other out which was a big
mistake."
"When the Iranians began to prevail in
the w ar, we helped Iraq and said nothing
about Hussein using poison gas even when
he used it on his own people."
Precht feels that our main concern then
was economical: Iraq had cheap oil and we
needed it.
Iraq could gene rate money by selling
their oil and use the money to buy American

goods.

Allowing Iraq tocome out on top in the
Iraq-Iran war was also a strategic move to
defend weaker countries in the area from
the spread of Muslim rul e.
Precht states that heis not aflag waver,
but feels that when human rights become so
abysmal in a country, the US should take a
stand for what is right and be aware of what

he terms as Precht's Law," when a gov open the door for Turks, Curds and Syrians
ernment has to torture its own citizens to to claim territory in Iraqand devour thearea
stay in power, be careful in dealing with as was done to the Balkans when there was
no strongcentral government tokeep things
them."
He says that there seemed to
be a "vague in order.
"Bush will not walk away and leave
hope that Hussein would mature, but he
Hussein
in charge to sway the Arab worldas
never did. He stayed a thug from beginning
a loser", says Precht as a devious smirk
to end."
The second period began with the in crosses his face.
He reminds his audience of the devo
vasion of Kuwait, August 2 - Jan 15.
tion
that the Southerners had for General
Precht feels the U.S. made a big mis
take in not really testing the possibility for Robert E. Lee during the Civil War and in
negotiations. "Bush took the righteous p o an aside after thelecture he uses theanalogy
sition and left no way for himself or Husseinof a sports fan's devotion for the "home
team" by hanging on to the hope that one
to save face."
day
the team will be great again.
Precht feels Bush was tooquick to send
Period five begins in thedistant future,
troops into the region and sent them insuch
some
ten to fifteen years from now.
numbers that he had only two choices: Pull
In
1967 the Arab-Israeli War began.
them out and lose face or use them.
Nearly
a
quarter of a century later,Israel has
If Bush had sent in a small force as a
control
of
the land but not the people.
"meaningful threat", then he would have
Before
1960, issues of Islamic Funda
left room for negotiations using a mediator
mentalism,
and-American sentiment and
like the Algerians to broker the differences
between the two sides rather than have a the Palestinian questiondid notpose a major
meaningless one on one confrontation be problem for the United States.
tween the U.S. and Iraq which was largely
kept behind closed doors.
The third period begins the period of
fighting, which Precht says wecannot fully
evaluate until after the war is over.
Precht says that time will probably not
serve us well.
The Armstrong Hispanic Society meets
The desert region in the Middle East is
entering a time of massive sand storms, the first Thursday of each month at 12:00
pm in Gamble 113 unless other notifica
cold and wet weather.
In March, the Muslim holy month of tion is given (Check the Spanish lan
Ramadan begins. As Arabs gather together guage information board for announce
in the religious forum they have tradition ments).
ally discussed sensitive and political issues.
The latest meeting with a welcome to
Many Arabs are against thepresence of
the allied forces in their land and aregreatly special guests Mr.and Mrs. J. Fernandez,
moved by what the US terms as Saddam's who are from Spain; Dr. Tammy Delyea,
propagandaof televising deathsand injuries ASC's new Spanish instructor; and Mary
of children and othercivilians from bombing O'Brien.
raids.
Mary O'Brien was then honored with
Whether or not the propaganda works,
the allied troops would be hard pressed not a cake for contributing positively to the
to feel some slump in morale as time drags relationship between Spain and the
United States after housing a student
further along.
from
Spain, Isabel Alarcon, who was
If we use ground forces in an effort to
perfecting
her English this past summer.
end the war quickly, we run the risk of
Mrs.
Ortiz,
who was not present, was
Hussein carrying out his threats to use bio
also
recognized
for contributing to this
logical and chemical weapons against the
troops and possibly neighboring countries. same endeavor.
Precht reminds his audience that
Fund raising ideas were then discussed.
Hussein is a man who makes every effort to
carry out his threats and wonders if Bush Stephanie Schick presented three sugges
would respond in kind, bringing the anger tions: car wash, bake sale, and a Spanish
of the surrounding Arab Nations against us dinner.
Armstrong Hispanic Society sweatshirts
and possibly destroying the moral fiber of
are
now available for $15 for members and
the allied troops.
$20
fornon-members. The Society voted to
The fourth premise begins with Peace.
approve
to make T-shirts also.
"We will prevail", says Precht, "but
how neatly,when and what form?
The Armstrong Hispanic Society is open
Precht questions whether the former
to
anyone whether a student of Spanish or
ruler of Kuwait will be returned to power
not,
andare interested members of thecom
and whether Saddam Hussein will be al
munity,
for $5 annually. The ability to
lowed to remain in control of Iraq or more
likely removed from power which could speak Spanish is not necessary, only inter-

In the 1970's we saw a wave of terror
ism which Precht sayseventually lead tothe
destruction of Lebanon and to threats against
American lives.
Although we cannot foresee the what
will flow from this war, Prechtsays thatone
thing is certain; "The Arab World will not
be the same as it was before January 15."
"The hostility of Arabs on the st reet
towards the Arab regime is already on
shakier grounds,"says Precht.
He concludes by saying that George
Bush may well be surprised at the irony of
his "New World Order".
Precht says he is notexactly sure what
Bush meansby the term, butthat if we allow
our agenda to shift away from domestic
problems, the problems of the crack down
of independence in the Soviet Union and
the growing economic powers of Europe
and Japan, we may well find that the"New
World Order" finds us no longer sitting at
the top of the heap.

Organizational Mews

Hispanic Society

photo by Beth Cohen, SPS

Mary O'Brien cuts the cake
presented to her at the January
17th Hispanic Society meeting.
est in the Hispanic world.
Also coming soon, raffling of the bustof
Hernando De Soto (bronze resin) done by
London-based, Savannah-born BillyNelson
as afundraiser for theorganization. Tickets
are on sale for $3 per ticket. The drawing
will b e held on December 24, 1991. For
more info contact Gary Fodor at927-5289.

P. MAZO SOUND COMPANY'S
FIRST ANNUALBANDIMONIUM SALE
For 30 days after Bandemonium
(Just until March 2, 1991)
P. Mazo Sound Co. is havung our Biggest P.A. sale ever
SHURE MICROPHONES
SM-58's...Pro Net-$ 176.00
Just $109.95
SM-57's... Pro-Net-$ 137.00
Just $89.95
SM 48's...Pro Net...-$ 130.80
Just $69.95
SHURE PROLOGUES
14 L...List $74.50
Just $44.95!!
24 L...List $95.00
Just $51.95
ATLAS MIKE ST ANDS
List $37.55
Just $23.00

CARVER POWER
AMPS...FROM 60
TO 625 WATTS
PER CHANNEL...
THAT'S 120 TO
1200 WATTS
STEREO!!...ON
SALE AT 25%
OVER INVOICE
PRICE

REAL ANVIL
CASES AT
10% OVER IN
VOICE PRICE!!
(NOT THEOFFBRAND
CASES)

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh* system vou could afford
:
was just a dream, then the new; affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.

Apple introduces the Macintosh LC.
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The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
onlv 16 colors atonce, theMacintosh LC expands your palette to 256colors. '
t also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easv to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program vou're well
on your wayto learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets vou share infor
mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
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For further information contact the

Armstrong State College
Bookstore
927-5318
The power to be vour best™
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